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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The property listed in this catalogue will be offered and sold subject to the following terms and conditions:

1. The word “Galleries,” wherever used in these Conditions of Sale means the Kende Galleries, Inc.

2. The Galleries have exercised reasonable care to catalogue and describe correctly the property to be sold, but they do not warrant the correctness of description, genuineness, authenticity or condition of said property.

3. The Galleries reserve the right to withdraw any article from sale for any reason whatsoever before the article is offered for sale.

4. Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer at the time of sale, all bids are to be for the lot as a whole and as numbered in the catalogue.

5. The highest bidder accepted by the auctioneer shall be the buyer. In the event of any dispute between bidders, the auctioneer may, in his discretion, determine who is the successful bidder, and his decision shall be final; or the auctioneer may reoffer and resell the article in dispute.

6. Any bid which is not commensurate with the value of the article offered, or which is merely a nominal or fractional advance over the previous bid, may be rejected by the auctioneer, in his discretion, if in his judgment such bid would be likely to affect the sale injuriously.

7. The name and address of the buyer of each article, or lot, shall be given to the Galleries immediately following the sale thereof, and payment of the whole purchase price, or such part thereof as the Galleries may require, shall be immediately made by the purchaser thereof. If the foregoing condition, or any other applicable condition herein, is not complied with, the sale may, at the option of the Galleries, be cancelled, and the article or lot, reoffered for sale.

8. Unless the sale is advertised and announced as an unrestricted sale, or a sale without reserve, consignors reserve the right to bid.

9. Except as herein otherwise provided, title will pass to the highest bidder upon the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, and thereafter the property is at the purchaser’s sole risk and responsibility.

10. Articles sold and not paid for in full and not taken by noon of the third day following the sale may be turned over by the Galleries to a carrier to be delivered to a storehouse for the account and risk of the purchaser, and at his cost. If the purchase price has not been so paid in full, the Galleries may either cancel the sale, and
any partial payment already made shall be returned by the Galleries as liquidated damages, or they may resell the same without notice to the buyer and for his account and risk, and hold him responsible for any deficiency.

11. Property purchased will be delivered only on presentation of a receipted bill. The Galleries reserve the right to make delivery to any person presenting such receipted bill. If a receipted bill is lost before delivery, the buyer should immediately notify the Galleries.

12. If for any cause whatsoever any article sold cannot be delivered or cannot be delivered in as good condition as the same may have been at the time of sale, the sale will be cancelled without any liability to the Galleries and any amount that may have been paid on account of the sale will be returned to the purchaser.

13. In addition to the purchase price, the buyer will be required to pay any Federal, State and local taxes now or hereafter imposed upon the sale of the article or articles, unless the buyer is exempt from the payment thereof.

14. The Galleries, subject to these Conditions of Sale and to such terms and conditions as they may prescribe, but without charge for their services, will undertake to make bids for responsible parties approved by them. Requests for such bidding must be given with such clearness as to leave no room for misunderstanding as to the amount to be bid and must state the catalogue number of the item and the name or title of the article to be bid on. The Galleries reserve the right to decline to undertake to make such bids.

15. The records of the Galleries are in all cases to be considered final.

16. The Galleries will facilitate the employment of carriers and packers by purchasers, but will not be responsible for the acts of such carriers or packers in any respect whatsoever.

17. These Conditions of Sale cannot be altered except in writing by the Galleries or by public announcement by the auctioneer at the time of sale.

SALES CONDUCTED BY A. N. BADE AND L. A. CRACO

Kende Galleries at Gimbel Brothers
33rd Street & Broadway · New York
11th Floor

Telephone PENNSYLVANIA 6-5185       Cable Kendartgal
Your attention is invited to the Conditions of Sale on Pages 1 and 2 of this Catalogue.
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ABBREVIATIONS:
Rx.—Reverse
Unc.—Uncirculated
Mm.—Mintmark
Extr.—Extremely

RUSSIA


GRAND DUKES OF MOSCOW


5. Silver Dengas, similar to the preceding. 24 pieces, all but 4 in nice condition.

6. Silver Dengas, similar to the preceding. 24 pieces, mostly holed.

7. Silver Dengas. Lot of 79 pieces. All in fine condition with the exception of 12. Attractive lot.


9. "Drop Kopeck" collection, so-called because these coins were carried in the mouths of the owners. 82 silver pieces. None mutilated. Average very fine. Interesting lot including four silver coins of Boris Gou- donoff (1528-1605).
ROMANOFF CZARS


14. Silver Necessity Ruble (Jefimok) 1655. Taler 1650 struck at Geldern in Holland counterstamped with a punch-mark showing the Czar mounted to right and another punch-mark showing the date 1655. Holed, otherwise fine.

15. Silver Necessity Ruble (Jefimok) 1655. Similar to the preceding but struck on a Taler 1653 of Utrecht in Holland. Very fine. *Plate I.*

16. Silver Necessity Taler (Jefimok) 1655. Similar to the preceding but struck on a Taler of Philip of Spain issued around 1640 at Flanders. Fine.


18. Gold Quarter Ducat. Similar to the preceding. Irregular planchet. Otherwise fine.


The rubles, half rubles and quarter rubles which follow, Nos. 24 to 68 inclusive, are all silver coins.


25. Ruble 1705. Similar to the preceding but on smaller planchet. Insignificant planchet defect, otherwise very fine.

26. Ruble 1705. Same as the preceding. Extra fine.


33. Ruble 1720. Similar to the preceding but without the initials. Extra fine.

34. Ruble 1720. Similar to the preceding. Loop removed, otherwise fine.


37. Ruble 1723. Similar to the preceding. Fine.

38. Ruble 1723. Similar to the preceding. Fine.


40. Ruble 1724. CΠb on the truncation of the arm. Large bust laureate right. Rx. Four II's arranged in form of cross. Rare variety. Very fine.

41. Ruble 1724. Similar to the preceding but CΠb in the field under bust. Very fine.

42. Ruble 1725 with CΠb. Similar to the preceding. Very fine.

43. Ruble 1725. Same as the preceding. Fine.

44. Ruble 1725. On smaller planchet without Mm. 2 varieties. Average very fine. 2 pieces.

45. Ruble with half of the obverse and half of the reverse die struck on either side. Very fine and very interesting.


48. Half Ruble 1704. Similar to the preceding but without Mm. Fine.


50. Half Ruble 1705. Slavic date. 2 die varieties. Average very fine. 2 pieces.


58. Half Ruble 1720. Slavic date. 2 die varieties. Average very fine. 2 pieces.
61. Half Ruble 1721. 4 additional die varieties. Average very fine. 4 pieces.
64. Quarter Ruble 1704. Slavic date. 2 varieties with Mm. M-Δ, over and below the eagle’s talons. Average very fine. 2 pieces.
65. Quarter Ruble 1705. Slavic date. 3 specimens. Average very fine. 3 pieces.
66. Quarter Ruble 1707. Slavic date over the eagle’s talons. Very fine and scarce.
68. Lot of 4 Quarter Rubles 1702, 1707, etc. Rare coins but mutilated. Average fine. 4 pieces.
71. Silver Ten Kopecks 1701. Similar to the preceding but without the inner circle on the reverse. Giel 3. Extr. fine and very rare. Plate II.
73. Silver Ten Kopecks 1704. Similar to the preceding but double eagle with legend. 6 varieties, 1 holed. Average very fine. 6 pieces.


75. Silver Ten Kopecks 1706. Similar to the preceding but on smaller planchet. Very fine.

76. Silver Ten Kopecks 1709. 4 varieties. Very fine. 4 pieces.

77. Silver Ten Kopecks 1713, 1718 (2), Ten Kopecks 1720, Five Kopecks 1713 (2), 1714 (2), Three Kopecks 1712 (3), 1713, 1718 (13). Kopeck 1713, 1714, 1718 (3). Average very fine, 4 pieces are holed. 30 pieces.


79. Silver Five Kopecks 1702 (2), 1704 (5). Three Kopecks 1704 (15). Double eagle and value. 3 pieces holed, all the others very fine and better. 22 pieces.

80. Copper Two Kopecks 1707 (6), 1704 counterstamped with F. Kopeck 1705 (7), 1708 (2), 1709 (3), 1710 (3), 1711 (2). Average very fine. 24 pieces.

81. Copper Five Kopecks 1725. Two Kopecks 1711 (2), 1712, 1724 (2). Half Kopeck 1700. Schubert 433 (200 frcs.), 1707 (2), 1706, 1704; and 17 other minor copper coins. Average very fine. 27 pieces.


83. Copper Beard Kopeck 1705. Same as the preceding. Very fine.

84. Copper Beard Kopeck 1705. Same as the preceding. Gilded, otherwise very fine.

85. Copper Beard Kopeck 1705. Similar to the preceding, but struck on heavier, smaller planchet. Extr. fine.

87. Silver Ruble 1727. Similar to the preceding. Extr. fine.

88. Silver Ruble 1727. Similar to the preceding. Very fine.

89. Silver Ruble 1727. Similar to the preceding, but CII-b on the reverse. Very fine.

90. Cast Copper Ruble 1727. Similar to the preceding. Very fine and very interesting.


92. Copper Five Kopeck 1726 (2), 1727 (5), 1726. On extremely thin planchet. Average very fine. 8 pieces.


95. Silver Ruble 1729. Similar to the preceding. Very fine.

96. Silver Ruble 1728 (2), 1729. Similar to the preceding. Loop removed, otherwise fine. 3 pieces.


98. Copper Kopeck 1728. 9 pieces. Average very fine.


103. Silver Ruble 1773. Similar to the preceding. Very fine.

104. Silver Ruble 1733. Similar to the preceding. Fine.
105. Silver Ruble 1737 with date in legend. Very fine.
106. Silver Ruble 1737 with date over crown. Very fine.
108. Silver Ruble? Date illegible. 2 die variety. Average very fine. 2 pieces.
110. Silver Quarter Ruble 1739. Silver Ten Kopecks 1732, 1733, 1734. Double eagle. Rx. Ten dots over inscription and date. Average very fine. 4 pieces.
111. Lot of thirty-three Copper coins from Five Kopecks to the smallest denomination. Average very fine. Nice lot. 33 pieces.
112. **IVAN III, 1740-1741.** Silver Ruble 1741 with Mm. III. Bust laureate right. Rx. Crowned double eagle. Very fine. *Plate II.*
113. Silver Ruble 1741. Similar to the preceding. Fine.
114. Silver Half Ruble 1741 with Mm. III. Small bust to right. Rx. Crowned double eagle. Very fine. *Plate II.*
117. Silver Ten Kopecks 1741. Same as preceding. Average very fine. 3 pieces.
121. Gold Ducat 1755 with Mm. III. Crowned bust right. Rx. Double eagle. Grandduke Michailovitch 20,14. Unc. and very rare. *Plate II.*
122. Gold Ducat 1755. Similar to the preceding but without Mm. Unc. *Plate II.*
123. Gold Double Ruble 1756. With Mm. CIIIb under the crowned bust. Rx. Crowned double eagle. Very fine.

124. Gold Double Ruble 1756. Similar to the preceding but without Mm. Very fine.

125. Gold Double Ruble 1756. Same as the preceding. 3 minor die varieties. Average very fine. 3 pieces.

126. Gold Double Ruble 1758. With Mm. MMD under crowned bust. Very fine. Plate III.

127. Gold Ruble 1756. Crowned bust right. Rx. Double eagle. 2 varieties on large and small planchet. Average very fine. 2 pieces.


129. Gold Half Ruble 1756. Same as the preceding. 2 die varieties. Average very fine. 2 pieces.

130. Silver Ruble 1742 with Mm. CIIIb. Struck on very large planchet. Crowned bust right. Rx. Crowned double eagle. Insignificant planchet defect, otherwise very fine.

131. Silver Ruble 1743. Similar to the preceding. 2 varieties struck on large and small planchet. Average very fine. 2 pieces.

132. Silver Ruble 1744. Two minor die varieties. Average very fine. 2 pieces.

133. Silver Ruble 1751. Similar to the preceding. Extr. fine.

134. Silver Ruble 1753. Similar to the preceding. Extr. fine.

135. Silver Ruble 1755. Similar to the preceding. Extr. fine.

136. Silver Ruble 1756. Similar to the preceding. Very fine.

137. Silver Ruble 1757 with the peculiar bust design by the French diesinker Dassier. Iljin 3. Very fine and rare. Plate III.

138. Silver Ruble 1744 MMΔ; 1748 CIIIb; 1749 MMΔ. Crowned bust right. Rx. Double eagle. Average fine. 3 pieces.

139. Silver Quarter Ruble 1746, 1747, 1751, 1752, 1756, 1757. All with Mm. MMB. Average very fine.

141. Copper Five Kopecks 1757. Crowned double eagle, Rx. Crowned initials between palm branches. Grandduke Michailovitch. 21,4. Unc. and very rare. Plate III.

142. Copper Pattern Set 1757. 2, 1, ½, ¼ Kopecks. St. George. Rx. Crowned initials. Unc. 4 pieces. Plate III.


146. Silver 96 Kopecks 1757. Similar to the preceding. Very fine.

147. Silver 96 Kopecks 1757. Same as the preceding. Very fine.


150. Coinage for Prussia. Silver 1/3 Taler 1761. 6 Groschen 1759, 1760. 1761. 3 Groschen 1761. Average fine. Scarce items. 5 pieces.


152. Silver Ruble 1762, with Mm. MMX. Bust right. Rx. Crowned double eagle. Fine.

153. Silver Ruble 1762, with Mm. CIIh. Similar to the preceding. Extr. fine.
154. Silver Ruble 1762. Same as the preceding. Average fine. 3 pieces.

155. Silver Half Ruble 1762. 2 pieces, one with Mm. ΡΙΠb, the other with Mm. MMΔ. Average fine. 2 pieces.

156. Copper Ten Kopecks 1762 (3). Four Kopecks 1762 (5). Average fine. 8 pieces.


158. **Catherine II, 1762-1796.** Gold Ten Rubles 1762 with Mm. MMΔ. Rx. Four shields arranged in form of a cross. Large planchet. Extr. fine. *Plate III.*


160. Gold Ten Rubles 1766. Similar to the preceding but Mm. closer to the bust. Fine.


163. Gold Ten Rubles 1774. Same as the preceding. Scratches in the right obverse field, otherwise fine.


165. Gold Ten Rubles 1782. Similar to the preceding. Scratches in the left obverse field, otherwise fine.


167. Gold Five Rubles 1778. Similar to the preceding. Loop removed, otherwise fine.


174. Gold Ruble 1779. Same as the preceding. 3 minor varieties. 1 loop removed, the others very fine. 3 pieces.


176. Gold Half Ruble 1777. Same as the preceding. Average fine. 4 pieces.


178. Silver Ruble 1771. Similar to the preceding. Extr. fine.

179. Silver Ruble 1775. Similar to the preceding. Extr. fine.

180. Silver Ruble 1775. Same as the preceding. Very fine.

181. Silver Half Ruble 1787, 1795, 1796 (2 varieties). Bust right. Rx. Crowned double eagle. All have the Mm. СІІб. Average very fine. 4 pieces.

182. Silver Quarter Ruble 1764, 1766, 1775. All with Mm. MMΔ. Average very fine. 3 pieces.

183. Silver Twenty Kopecks 1769, 1771, 1772, 1774, 1784, 1787, 1791. Bust right. Rx. Value and crowned double eagle. All with Mm. СІІб. Average very fine. 7 pieces.

184. Silver Fifteen Kopecks 1778, 1781, 1783, 1785, 1787. Similar to the preceding. Average extr. fine. 5 pieces.

185. Silver Ten Kopecks 1768, 1774, 1778, 1779, 1783, 1794, 1796. Bust right. Rx. Value and date on crowned tablet. All with СІІб Mm. Average very fine. 7 pieces.

186. Pattern Copper Five Kopecks 1765 without Mm. Crowned initials between palm branches. Rx. Crowned double eagle. Unc. and rare. Plate V.

187. Copper Pattern Set 1765, 2, 1, ½, ¼ Kopecks. St. George over ribbon. Rx. Crowned initials between date and palm branches. Unc. and very rare. 4 pieces.
188. Copper Five Kopecks 1776, 1770, 1772, 1775, 1778, 1779, 1789, 1790, 1791, 1794, 1795 with Mm. E-M. Five Kopecks 1764 M-M, 1785 K-M, 1796 C-M. Average very fine. 14 pieces.

189. Copper Two Kopecks 1763, 1766, 1773, 1776, 1788, 1790, 1795. Mostly with Mm. E-M. Average very fine. 8 pieces.


192. Copper Five Kopecks 1796 of the new type. Similar to the preceding. Iljin 3. Extr. fine and very rare.


195. 1777 Set of Copper 10, 5, 2, 1 and ½ Kopecks. Similar to the preceding. Average extr. fine. 5 pieces.

196. 1779 Set of Copper 10, 5, 2, 1 and ½ Kopecks. Same as the preceding. Average very fine. 5 pieces.

197. Copper Ten Kopecks 1769, 1773, 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777, 1780, 1781. Average very fine. 8 pieces.

198. Copper Five Kopecks 1769, 1771, 1773, 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777, 1778. Average very fine. 8 pieces.

199. Copper Two Kopecks 1767, 1769, 1771, 1773, 1776, 1777, 1778, 1780, Kopeck 1768, 1772, 1777. Average very fine. 11 pieces.


202. Copper Para 1771. Same as the preceding. Extr. fine.

203. Copper Two and One Para 1772. Two shields crowned. Rx. Value in square. Extr. fine. 2 pieces.

204. Copper Two Para 1774. Similar to the preceding. Fine.


206. Silver Ruble 1796. Same as the preceding. Extra fine.


208. Silver Ruble 1797. Same as the preceding. Extr. fine.

209. Silver Light Ruble 1798. Similar to the preceding. Extr. fine.


211. Silver Light Ruble 1800. Similar to the preceding. Unc.

212. Silver Light Half Ruble 1798. Similar to the preceding. Unc.

213. Silver Light Half Ruble 1798 and 1800. Similar to the preceding. Unc. 2 pieces.

214. Heavy Silver Quarter Ruble 1797. Light Quarter Ruble 1798. Ten Kopecks 1797, 1798, 1799. Five Kopecks 1797, 1798. Average extra fine. 7 pieces.


218. Collection consisting of 45 silver coins and 80 copper coins. Nice lot. 125 pieces.

220. PANTICAPAEUM. 3rd Century B.C. Silver Didracham. Head of juvenile Diompos in wreath of ivy to right. Rx. Inscription in wreath. Slightly off center, otherwise very fine. Plate V.


